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i 

An investigation has been couducted to determine the effects of a 
simplif%dformofboundary-layer c~~olont~law--apeedlongftlaainal 
characteristics of a sweptiack w5ng. The objective of the bouudary- 
layer control was to improve the lmgitudi characteristics of the 
sweptrback wiug at lift coefficients below the maxfmum. Boundary-layer 
control was effected by the application of suction to several short 
streamvise dots located over the forward part of the outboard portion 
of the wFng. 

*The application of boundary-layer control to the sweptiack w3.ng 
(63O sweepback of the lead- edge, tape ratio 0.25, aspect ratfo 3.5, 
l2.5-percdnt chord leadmdge flap deflected 35O) delayed the occur- 
rence of separation from an angle of attack of about 8.5' to an augle of 
attack of about 14' (the corresponding lift coefficients were 0.41 and 
0.643, respectively). As a result, at an angle of attack of 14O, the drag 
coefficient was reduced about 30 percent and the rearward shift of the 
aerodyuamic center was eleted. 
140; 

For angles of attack greater than 
separation occurred inboard of the slots and nullified the effects 

of boundary-layer control. 

Ih order to control separationbetween angles of attack of 8.5O and 
140, three short streamwise slots located over the forward part of the 
upper surface of the wing at @.6-, @.$3-, and gl.l~cent semispan 
were required. The slots were between 5 and U percent of the local 
streamwise chord long and between1 and 7 percent of the local stream- 
wise chord wide. 

A number of investuations have shown that serfous deficiencies. 
- exist in the low--speed characteristics of highly swept wings. The . 
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deficiencies Include high values of drag coefficient, large movements of 
the aerodynamic center, and loss of control effectiveness. For wings 
with little or 110 camber, these deficiencies are due to widespread 
separatfan of air flow from the leading edge of the wing. The separs- 
tion occurs at a low lift coefficient relative to the maxImum lift coef- 
fic1en.t attainable by the wing. 

I 

The investigation reported in reference 1 showed that substantial 
improvemnts were obtainable in the low-speed characteristics of a swept- 
forward wing by the applFcat$on of boundary-layer control to the wing. 
Suction was applied to a sIngle.slot at the wing-fuselage juncture in 
such a manner as to remove the unstable boundary-layer flow that 
occurred over the inboard sections. As a result separation over the 
inboard sections was delayed and, owfng to a natural spanwise boundary- 
layer drain, a postponement of separation over the entire wing was 
obtained.- 

Ln consequence-of the results of reference 1, it was reasoned that 
a system of boundary-layer control of the kind applied to the swept- 
forward wing should give similar results on a swept/back wing. An inves- 
tigation was accordingly undertaken in the Amss 4G by -foot wind 
tunnel to investigate this possibility. 

The model tested differed considerably from the prevfously tested 
45' swept-forward wing and was subject to certain shortcomings Insofar 
as the application of boundary-layer control was concerned. The sweep 
was extreme (63' sweepback of the lead- edge), the taper ratio was 
high, and the srea available for ducting was relatively small. The model 
was available, however, and was considered adequate for the investiga- 
tion. 

A previous investQation of this swept-back wing (reference 2) 
showed that, for lift coefficients greater than about 0.2, the drag 
began to increase rapidly and the aerodynamic center shifted first rear- 
ward (from o.j8Ft0 0.52F) and then fomard (from 0.52F to 0.25r for- 
ward of the leading edge). These irregularitfes were due to separation 
of the flow from the leading edge. !l%e separation occurred first over 
the outboard sections of the wing, and progressed Lnward as the angle of 
attack was increased. Postponement of the leading-edge separation with 
consequent improvelnent in the longitudinal characteristics of the wing at 
lift coefficFents below the maximum was the objective of the boundary- 
layer control applied in this investigat.$on. _' 

Suction was applied to short streamwise slots in the outboard 
portion of the wing in order to remove the unstable boundary-layer flow 
that occurred over the outboard sections and consequently to delay sepa- 
ration over thFa area. The indications of reference 1 were that a poet- 
ponement of separatFon over the entire-wing would result since the 



spanwise boundary-layer drain, which is a natural. system of boundary- 
layer control inherent to swept wings, would stabilize the flow over 
inboard sections to higher angles of attack. This is an alternative 
form of boundary-layer control to that reported in reference 3 in 
which control is applied along the entire span of the leading edge of 
the wing with no dependence on the natural boundary-layer control inher- 
ent to the wdng. 

The wing was equipped with full-span leading-age flaps since the 
investigation.reported in reference & showed that boundary-layer control 
was rsxe effective when a leading-edge flap was deflected. Furthermore, 
deflecting the leading-dge flap moved the position of inFtial separa- 
tion from the lead- edge, where the negative pressures were very high, 
to the hinge Une of the flap, where the negatdve pressures were consiid- 
erably lower. As a consequence, the pressure ratio required of the 
suction pump was-reduced. The influence of the fuselage in the system ' 
of boundary;layer control applied to the @o swept-forward wing (refer- 
ence 1) was not known. Accordingly, to provide for any such effects 
that might be beneficial, bodies of revolution were mounted on each wing 
tip of the sweptiack w5ng to simulate the effects of the fuselage of the 
swept--forwardwing. 

The coefficients and -01s used for the presentatdon of data are 
deftid as follows: 

A aspect ratio 

a.c. aerodynamic center location measured as a fraction of the mean 
aerodynsmic chord, positive aft of the leading edge 

b wing span, feet 

drag c0efficFen.t dw3 
( 1 ss 

%u3n m3nimum drag coeff%cient 

lift lift coefficient - 
( > ss 

c%lin lift cdefficdent at which minimum drag was obtained 

%?3x -imum lift coefficient . 

cLs,p lift coefficient at which separation of the boundary layer 
first occurred to 8 signfficant extent 
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Cm 
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V 
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pitchkg+uoment coefficient computed about the quarter-chord 

p&n-t of the mean aerodynamic chord {pitching moment 
\ s= > 

.-total suction flow coefficient of both wing panels, based cm 
free--stream density 8nd total wing are8 

( ) 
& 

local chord measured perpendicular to leading edge, feet 

local chord-measured PkmCLlel to plane of symmetry, feet 

maa aerodymmic chordcG),feet 

section normal-force coefficient 
( 

+-r,"Pdx 
> 

aFrplans efficiency factor defining the shape of the drag 

pressure coefficient Pz-P ( > 9 

free-streamstatic pressure, pounds per square foot 

local static pressure, pounds per square foot 

quantity of air drawn through suction slots, cubdc feet, 
per secmd 

free-stream dp8mi.c pressure, pounds per square foot 

free-streamReynSds nu&mr based on meau aerodynamic chord 

wing area, square feet 

free-stream velocity, feet per second 

chordwise coordinate parallel to plane of symmetry, feet 

, 

. 
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Y spanwise coordinate perpendicular to plane of syrm&ry, feet 

a angle of attack of chord plane of basic wing, degrees 

A photograph of the 63O swept--back wing model -ted Fn the wind 
tunnel is shown in figure 1. The geometric characteristics and dimer+ 
sions of the model are given in ffgure 2. The wing had 63O sweepback of 
the leading edge, an aspect ratio of 3.5, a taper ratio of 0.25, an 
IUCA 64~006 airfoil section in a streamwise direction, no twist, no 
camber,, no dihedral, and zero incidence. The wingwas mountedonthe 
center line of the fuselage. 

The.fuselage had a fineness ratfo of 10.5 and 8 circular cross 
section. The fuselage was fomd of a fineness ratio 12 fuselage with 
the after portion removed in order to provide an exit for the bow- 
layer control suction pump contained in the fuselage, 

A centrifugal. pump was used to provide suction. This pump was the 
compressor unit of a General Electric 1-16 turbojet and was driven by 

. 

two variable-speed electric motors which developed 8 total of about 720 
horsepower at 12,000 rpm. The mafor portion of this power was required 
by the sharpedge slots and crude duct- arrangements used on this test 
and is greater than would be required with a refined duct- system. 

The slots used for boundary-layer control were cut in the forward 
part of the upper surface of the outboard portlon of the wing except for 
the most outboard slot which was cut %n the +ll of the tip tank. DFmen- 
sions of the various slot configurations are shown fn figure 3. Air 
drawn through the slots passed-through the hollow spar of the wing Into 
the fuselage, which acted 8s 8 plenum chamber, and was pumped out the 
exit at the afterend of the fuselage. Total-head tubes were installed 
in the exit in order to Easure the quantity of flow. 

The wing was equipped with full-span leading-edge plaFn flaps (fig.41 
hinged about the 0.125~ line (of sections perpendicular to thele8dirg 
edge) on the lower surface of the wing. The transition surface between 
the upper surface of the flap and the wing was an arc with the center at 
the hinge line. 

Pressure orifices were positioned over the upper and lower surfaces 
of the left wing panel at three streamwise sectfons. They were located 
at 30 percent, 60 percent, and?0 percent of the semispan. The chordwise 
locations are given in table I. * 
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The wing-tip tanks were bodies of revolution having 8 fineness ratio 
of 6. Ordinates for the tanks 8re given in table II. The tanks were 
symmetric8ll.y mounted on the wing tips as shown in figures land 2. 

r 

TESTS 

Force data, pressure-distribution measurements, and tuft studies 
were obtained through an angle-of-attack range at zero sideslip. Ths 
data were obtained at airspeeds of 63, 100,. and 140 ties per hour 
corresponding respectively to Reynolds niu&ers of 5, 8, and 10 x 10s. 
The low-Speed tests were made Fn order to obtain higher flow coeffi- 
cients-for the boundary--layer control investigation; the higher speed 
tests were made fn order to correspond more closely to flight Reynolds 
ntier. 

The force data have been corrected for air-stream inclination and 
for tunnel-xall effects. A brief analysis indicated that the tunnel- 
wall corrections were 8pproxim8tely the same for unswept and swept wings 
of the relatively small size uuder consideration. Therefore, the cor- 
rections for an unswept wing of the S~DB are8 and span were applied as 
follows: 

Aa = 0.48 CL 

MD = 0.0084 CL2 

No corrections have been applied for the drag and interference of 
the struts. With the exception of the effect-on the drag res-Jlts, these 
corrections are believed to be negligible. The correction to drag is of 
the order.of A% = - 0.015 at zero lift, but is not known with suffi- 
cient accuracy to warrant application. This must be borne in mind when 
the drag data are analyzed in terms of flight char8cteribkics. The 
values of suction flow coefficient were measured at the exit at the after 
end of the fuselage and include the total flow from all ducts in both 
wing panels. The effect of jet thrust OR the force tests was small. 8nd 
had no significant effects insofar 8s the results of this test are co- 
cerned. Therefore, no corrections for jet thrust have been spplied to 
the force data. 

Amreci8ble differences (though-not significant within the purposes 
of this investigation) were noted between Certain data for like configu- 
rstions obtaked at dtiferent times during the investigation, and also 
between certain data obtained durfng this investigation and data obtained 
durFng the investigations of references 2 and 3. These differences were 
due to slight changes in the model configuration, primarily changes in 
SIll?f&Ce finish, that occurred from time to tims 8s modifications were 
made to the model. 
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'R,XSEl!S AND DISCUSSION 

In the following discussion the d8ta obtained prior to the applica- 
tion of boundary-layer control will be.brLefl.y described first. The 
effects of boundary-layer contro1xU.l then be evaluated. 

Characteristics of Wing Without Boundary48yer Control 

The longitudinal characteristics of the plainwing are shown in 
figure 5. At lift coeffLcients greater than about 0.32, the drag began 
to increase beyond that which would be expected= and the pitch-t 
curve indicated that the aerwc center shffted from 0.395 to 8bout 
o.gc'. At lift coefficients greater than about 0.50, the drag began to 
increase even more rapidly and the aerodynamic center shifted forward to 
-0.06C. These changes in the longitudTna1 char8cteristFcs of the wm 
were due to a separation of flow that occurred first over the outboard 
sections of the wing 8n.d progressed inboard 8s the angle of attack was 
fncreased. 

The characteristics of the wing equipped with leading-edge flaps 
deflected 35O and 45O are shown in figure 6. These data showed that the 
le8ding-edge flapa-deflected so were more effective. Separation was 
delayed to a lift coefficient of about 0.42 and longitudinal instability 
(extreme forward shift of the aerodyn8mic center) did not occur until a 
lift coefficient of about 0.80 was reached. Consequently, for the 
investigation of the effects of boundarg-layer control, the leadingedge 
flap was deflected 35O. 

A comparison of the data for the various configur8tfons at varFous 
Reynolds nu&ers (figs. 5 and 6) showed that withfn the range investi- 
gatedReynolds number had nc significant effects on the longitudinal 
characteristics of the wing. 

The longitudin81 characteristics of the wing with the leading-age 
deflected 35O and with tip tanks attached are shown in figure 7. 

%he index for the drag polar 1s taken to be the2parabo18 
CL - c 

CD =%I*+ 
( LcD) 

* - 

where e was determined before separation occurred, -in the usual manner. 
I This equation 1s not strictly applicable to hfghly swept w-6 but is 

useful for the purposes of this tivestigation. 
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A summary of the characteristics of the wing with the various can- 
figurations at a Reynolds number of 5 X lo6 follows: 

CL CL 8t which 8.C. Estimated 
Conftaytion up moved forward 

%Y 
Figure 

A 0.32 approx. 0.50 1.25 5 

B -4-2 approx. -80 1.25 6(a) 

C ,445 8PProx. .65 1.25 6(a) 

D -41 approx. -80 1.35 7 

aConfiguratFon A, plain wing; B, wing with leading-edge flap0 
deflected 35O; C, wing wJth lead--edge %p deflected 45 ; and 
iitizdwith le8ding-edge flap deflected 35 , tip tanks. 

bThe value-of the lift coefficient at which separation first occurred 
to a significant extent ~~~~ 

B 
was determined mainly from graphs of 

CJ) vs CL2 which reveal the e fects of separation very clearly. 
'Actual CL could not be obtained due to mechanical Umitations 

of the model-support system. The values given were estimated by 
extrapolation of the data. 

Effects of Boundary-Layer Control 

Suction was applied through short stre8muisc slots located in the 
outboard portion of the 
0.563 b/2 and 0.gl.l b/2. 

wFng. Spanwise, the slots were located between 
Chordwise, the slots were located between 

O.Ugc and 0.247~ (see fig. 3) in order to apply suctkm to the region 
on the upper surface over the hFn@;e line of the leading-edge flaps. (The 
tests of reference 1 indicated that this was by far the most effective 
region ti the case of the 45O swept-forward win@;-) 

Initially, suction was applied through a single slot at the wing 
tip. It was found, however, that wh%Le exerting 8 sm8ll amount of 
control, a single slot would not give the degree of control desired. 
Additional slots were therefore cut, one at 8 tfme, into the wing inboard 
of the tip slot (fig. 3). Each slot was ducted separately to thefuse- 
18ge Fn order to obtatiapproxizaatelythe same muntof flow through 
each slot. The results of these tests are shown in figure 8 and are 
summarked as follows: 

. 
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COnfigIE8tio3l CL se9 ac,sep cQ Slot location, 2y/b 
(4 . 

Slots closed 0.41 -- -- 

1 slot l 57 0.16 o.oo70 0-y. 

2 slots * .64 .23 moo76 o-911, o-789 

3 slots .68 -27 .0082 o.gu, 0.789, 0.656 

4 slots 
1 

.68 .27 -0089 o.gn, o.339, 0.656, 0.563 
. 

%sading-edge flap deflected 35O wfth all slot-configurations. 

It is evident that boundary-layer control in this form effected 8 
signtii&nt delay In the occurrence of separation. The extent to which 
separation was delayed. increased as the nu&er of slots fnstalled in the 
wing was increased until a total of three slots were in operation. An 
additional slot (four slots in operation) did not give any further &lag 
but required a higher quantity of flow. Thus, three slots located over 
approximately the outboard 35 percent of the wing span gave the best 
results, &laying the appearance of the detrimental effects of separa- 
tion from an 8I@e of attack of about 8.5O (c$ = 0.41) to ED 8ngle of 
attack of &bout lk" (CL = 0.68). 

In order to facilitate comparisons of the data, the principal 
results of the tests have been replotted in figure 9. The applicatfan 
of boundary-layer control reduced the drag at lfft coefficients greater 
than about 0.30, the maximum reductfon being about 30 percent2 at 8 1Tft 
coefficient of 0.68. Also the rearward shift of the aerodyrumic center 
was elwted. Correspond+g improvemnts should be obtained in aileron 
or eleven control effectiveness owing to the eliminatfon of separation 
over the outboard portion of the wing. 

The section pressure d1stributicxns show in more detail the effects 
of the boundary-layer control on the flow condftlons over the wing. The 
pressure distributions over three spanwise stations wfth and without 
suction are shown in figure 10. The correspondfng section normal-force 
curves, which were obtained by fntegrating the pressure distrfbutims, 
are shown in figure ll. Without suctfon, at angles of attack of 7.2O 
and greater the pressures measured at 0.90 b/2 did not recover normally . 

c 

2This value was based On drag coefficients that were determiued by sub- 
tiacting from the values shown in figure 9 a strut drag estQmted to 
be equfvalent to 8 wing drag coefficient of 0.015. (See section entitled 
"Tests".) 
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to the trailing edge, and the negative pressurepeak over the upper 
surface opposite thehinge line of the leading-edge flap decreased with 
further increase of angle of attack (cf., figs. 10(a) and 10(b)). This 
indicated that sepsration was occurring in the outboard area. With 
suction applied, complete pressure recovery was obtained up to an 8ngl.e 
of attack of 10.3°(fig. 10(d)). Above 10.3O (cf., figs. 10(d) and 10(e)) 
the suction peak over the upper surface opposite the hinge line failed 
to increase further, indicating~that local separation was taking place. 
The section characteristics did not deteriorate, however, unt11 angles 
of attack greater than about 14" were reached (fig. ll). At angles of 
attack greater than 14O (fig. 10(g)) the suction peak at the leading edge 
began to decrease and the sectton began to lose lift. Thus, it is evi2 
dent that suction applied through several short streamwise slots in the 
outboard 35 p.ercent._of the wing span.postponed the occurrence of the 
detrimental effects of separation over the 63O swept--back wfng to angles 
of attack greater than about 14' (separation occurred without suction at 
angles of attack greater than about 8.5'). l 

At angles of attack greater than l&O, however, it was not possible 
to control separation. Installing an additional slot farther inboard 
gave no beneficial effect (cf., the results obtained with slots at 0.656, 
0.789, and O.gU b/2 with the results obtained with slots at 0.563, 
0.656, o-789, and O;$Jll b/2). Other tests were also made: Additional 
slots were installed so as to decrease the sp8cing between the slots; 
the slot sizes and shapes and the chordwise locations of the slots on the 
wing were varied. These changes had no significant effect on the occur- 
rence or sequence of separation. It is possible that, ifa number of -- 
additional slots had been tist8lled in the wing over the inboard sections, 
control of separation might have been extended to higher angles of attack. 
The form of boundary-layer control as applied-in this investigation, 
however, was visualized as a relatively simple application. Additional 
slots would necessitate a more complex system in which c&se a system of 
boundary-layer control such as reported in reference 3 would likely be 
more suitable. 

The ineffectiveness of this form of boundary-layer control at augles 
of attack greater than lb0 x88 due to t&e ability of the suction to 
prevent separation from occurring Inboard of the slots. The pressure 
distributions showed effects of separation at 0.30 semispan at 8n 
of attack of 14.4'. ThFs effect c8n be seen by comparing figures 10 e) T 
and 10(f); the pressures did not recover in a normal fashion, as indi- 
cated by the bulge in thepressure.distribut~onglft of the hinge line, 
disclosing 8 region.of separated flow. Tuft s‘tudies also indicated sepa- 
ration over this region and, furthermore showed that the separation 
extended entfrely to the wing-fuselage junction. Thus, when separation 
occurred inboard of the slots, the suction was no longer able to prevent 
the occurrence of detrimental effects of separation. 

. 
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CONCLZIDING REMARKS 

A wfnd--tunnel investigation has been conducted to determine the 
effects of applsLng a sI.mplified form of boundary-layer control to a 
highly swept&ack wing. The boundary-layer controlvas in the form of 
suction applied to several short streanwitse slots located over the 
forward part of the outboard portion of the wing. 

The application of boundary-layer control to the sveptiack wing 
(63' sweepback of the leading edge, taper ratio 0.25, aspect ratio 3.5) 
delayed the occurrence of separation from an angle of attack of about 
8.5O to an angle of attack of about 14O. 

I 
The 

ficients were 0.41 and 0.68, res&ctively. 
corresponding lift coef- 

attack of lb', 
As a result, at an angle of 

the drag coefficient was reduced about p0 percent and the 
rearward shift of the aerodynamic center was eliminated. For an&es of 
attack greater than 14O, separation occurred inboard .of the slots and 
nullified the effects of the boundary-layer control. 

14O, 
In order to control separation between angles of attack at 8.5' and 
three short streamwise slots located over the f orvardpartofthe 

uppr surface of the wing at 65 .&, 7'8.+, and gl.l--percent semispan 
were required. The slots were between 5 and 13 percent of the local 
streamwise chord long and between 1 and 7 percent of the local strew 
wise chord wide. 
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LOCATIO?iS OF E!KESSUKE CBIFICES 

hdin@;-edge flap 
Orifice deflected 35’ down 
n&er UPpeP Lower 

surface surface 
(percent (percent 

chord) chord) 

1 0 --- 
2. l Ol 0.29 

: 
.I9 1.23 
.21 1.86 

5 043 2.44 

F 
-98 3.53 

1.60 
1 4.56 

8 2.58 8.46 
9 

z-g 
10.80 

10 15.35 
llf 10:20 20.19 
12 13.20 30.16 

r 
15.40 40.14 
20.19 

15 30.16 2-z 
16 40.14 70:07 
17 

=z 
'80.05 

18 ga.02 

iz 
.g:g 95.01 

. 97.50 
21 -mu 
22 g:iE --- 
23 97.50 --- 

L 

Wrifice 11 at 0.30 b/2 located at 
9.6t+xrcent chord 

20rifice 13 at 0.90 b/2 located at 
16.04-percent chord 
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Station Ordinate 
(percent (percent 
of tank of tank 

length) length) 

0 0 
-75 1.56 

1.25 1.96 
2.50 2.81 
5-m 3.96 
7.50 4.78 

10.00 5.40 
15.00 6.34 
20.00 7.06 
25.00 7.62 
30.00 7.99 
35.00 8.21 

40.00 45.00 ::g 
50.00 8.23 

22-z 
65:OO 

;-;z 
7:OO 

70.00 
75.00 80.00 2":: 

85.00 3:63 

g:: 2.54 1.31 
100.00 0 

Nose radius: 2.02 

- 

13 
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Figure l.- The 63O sweptdack wmg-fuselage con.&ination in the AWE 
4% by &foot ufnd tunnel. 
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sefion x 2.oq74&@Jf7=~ 

?-ids 
Fmeness fohb 6.0 

17 

figure 2. - Geometric chorocferistics of the 63” swepi-hock wing- 
fuse/age com6inution . 
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So&on A-A 

Table of slot aXinensbns, h&es 
S/of bcetlotl,2~ 0.90 0.789 0.666 0.563 

I 

Conf&tmtbn 
/ slot 6&S 
2 slots 3by6 f&i8 
3 &to J&6 2by6 lby4 
4 slots 6by6 2by6 l&4 lsr4 

Figwe 3 .- Slot arrangmsnts &s&j m the 63’ swept-bad wing-t&&ye .combhWon . 
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Figm 4 .-Leading-edge flap used on ,the 63’ swept -back wiw-fuseiap cmhhth, 
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Figure 5.-The hm@Whaf ctikhtks of t/re 63’ swept-bock whg-fusehge ccrm5hatim. 
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Figure 7 .-The effects of t@ tanks on the longifu&al characterisfiis of the 63’ swept-back 
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whg- fuselage combinaiion. full-span /eaa?hg-edge flap deflected 35”. R, 5x10”. Ei! 
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--o- Siois clbsed 

q Sucfion uppfied - 

. Nofe: Dar0 o&tained wifh sfofs 
dosed nof shown if essenffaffy 
fhe same us ddu obfuined with 
sucfion appfled. 

figure /O.- Chordwise pressure distr~Wt/bns for the 63” 
swepf- buck w/ig- fusehge combhution with und 
without suction. Fuh-spun /eud/i;rg-edge flups defected 
35: t/b funks uttuched; suction through s/ofs ut 
0.656, 0.789, and O.S// semispun. R, 5x/O? 
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--a-- S/ofs c/osed 

-G- Sucfion uppled 

Nofe: Dufu obfained wifh s/oh 
closed nof shown if essenfiolly 
the same as dafu obfained wifh 
sucfion applied. 
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Figure IO. - Confinued . 
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---a--- Slots c/osed 

-D- Sucfion applied 

Note: Dafo obtained wifh qfofs 
cfosed nof shown if essen fib//y 
the same as dafu obfained wifh 
sucfion applied. 
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Figufe IO. - Confhffeo! 
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--Q-- S/ofs c/osed 

- Suction appt’ied 

Note: Dafa obtained wifh sfots 
closed not shown if essenfialfy 
ihe same OS da& obiained wiih 
suction u,op /fed. 

- IL Chordwise sfa f/on, x/c 
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Figure IO. -Continued. 
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---Q-- Sfofs c/osed 

-n- Sm’ian app/lisd 

Note: Dufu obfained wifh s/ok -7 
closed not shown if sssenfia/fy 
the some os dufo obfuined with 
suciion appfied. 
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F@ure IO. -Continued. 
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---o-- S/of3 cfosed 
-D- Suction amtied 

Note: Data obtained witi s/oh 
c/osed not shown 
te some as dotu 
suction opptted. 

if essenfio//y 
obtuined with 

-5 -4: 
-3 1 

q A- Oordwise sfufion, x/% 

ff) a= /4.4” T 

Figure IO. -Continued. 
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--a-- Sfots closed 

-c- Suction upp/ed 

Nofe: Do& obtained with s/oh 
closed not shown if essentiu//y 
the some us dafu obioined with 
sucfion upp/ied. 
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F&s-e /I. -t%mal-force curves for vorious sections of tie 63’ swept-back wing-fuselage 
cwnb~t~ with and wifhouf suction. Fufll-qoan feadtng-edge flaps okflecfed 35: tip hk.s 
atiached; suction fhrough slots at 0.656, 0.789, and 0.9/f sennkpan. R, 5x/O? !l 
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